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ARYABHATA CELEBRATIONS AT CALCUTTA 
The 1500th Birth Anniversary of Aryabhata I (born 476 A.D.) 
was celebrated at Calcutta by the Birla Indusirial and Technolo- 
gical Museum (Council of Scientific and Industrial Research) in 
collaboration with the University of Calcutta and the Indian 
Association for the Cultivation of Science, Calcutta. The aim 
was to create interest in the life and work of the great Indian 
astronomer and mathematician. The program included a seminar on 
Aryabhata and an essay competition for college students of 
West Bengal. 
The seminar was held on 22 December, 1976 in the premises 
of the Museum. Inaugurating the seminar, Dr. S. K. Mukherjee, 
Vice-Chancellor, Calcutta University, said that "Aryabhata was 
widely recognized for his bold, unorthodox and balanced approach 
to mathematical astronomy, but not much is known about other 
aspects of his life." 
Four invited papers were then presented at the seminar. 
Abstracts from their distributed summaries are as follows: 
Ramatosh Saskar (Birla Planetarium, Calcutta), Aryabhata's 
Contribution to Arithmetic. In writing down numbers, Aryabhata 
used the decimal place-value notation that we use today and that 
was invented in India even before Aryabhata but was not widely 
in use then. By his adoption, Aryabhata paved the way for its 
subsequent universal acceptance. 
A. K. Bag (Surendranath College, Calcutta), Aryabhata I's 
Contribution to Algebra. The important contribution of Aryabhata 
I is the method of integral solution of by = ax+c by the know- 
ledge of continued fractions. 
S. N. Sen (Registrar, I.A.C.S.), Aryabhata's Contribution 
in Astronomy. The statement of Aryabhata that the earth was 
situated in the center of the (celestial) sphere undergoing 
rotation from west to east, is intentionally wrongly interpreted 
by his scholiasts. His methods are found in Arabic astronomy of 
the 9th century A.D., of which a typical example is given in 
al-Khw5rizmi's astronomical tables. 
M. S. Khan (West Bengal Public Service Commission), 
Aryabhata and Al-B;&;. The three different Indian astronomical 
works known to the Arabs, namely Arjabadh, Sindhind and Arkand, 
were actually the Aryabhatiya of Aryabhafa, Brzhmasphuta- 
siddhznta and Khandakhadyaka both of Brahmagupta (7th century 
A.D.). Al-BlrGnf (c. 1000 A.D.) had the highest regard and 
respect for hryabhafa and his accuracy as an astronomer. 
Prizes were awarded to the following winners of the essay 
competition on 'Aryabhata's Contribution to Astronomy and 
Mathematics'. Sri S. K. Chattopadhyay (Presidency College, 
Calcutta), 1st prize. Sri Ajoy Chakraborty (Charuchandra College, 
Calcutta), 2nd prize. Smt. Madhumita Sarkar and Smt. Anuradha 
Roy (both of Presidency College), 3rd prize. 
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Proceedings of the seminar are to be published. 
(This report is based on the information supplied by R. C. 
Gupta of the Birla Institute, Mesra, Ranchi and S. K. Bagchi, 
Curator of the Birla Industrial and Technological Museum.) 
COMBINATORIAL SET THEORY AND ITS APPLICATIONS 
TO TOPOLOGY--A SYMPOSIUM IN HONOUR OF FRITZ ROTHBERGER 
ERINDALE COLLEGE, TORONTO, 21-22 MAY 1977 
Shortly before World War II Fritz Rothberger explored the 
relations between the Continuum Hypothesis and the topology of 
the real line. In this research he was heavily influenced by 
his mentor, Waclaw Sierpinski, who headed the Warsaw school of 
mathematicians. This conference honoured Rothberger with six 
mathematical papers which grew from his investigations. In 
addition, there were two papers of interest to historians of 
mathematics: Franklin D. Tall (University of Toronto) spoke on 
Rothberger’s work, especially as it related to possible alterna- 
tives to the Continuum Hypothesis. Gregory H. Moore (University 
of Toronto) gave a paper, “Towards a History of the Continuum 
Problem”, which analyzed attempts to prove, refute, and apply 
the Continuum Hypothesis from Georg Cantor (1878) to Rothberger 
(1938). 
JOINT ATLANTIC SEMINAR 
IN THE HISTORY OF THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
The program of the meeting on 18-19 March 1977 at North 
Carolina State University at Raleigh included Raine J. Daston 
of Harvard University on “D’Alembert’s critique of probability 
theory, I’ and Peter Galison of Harvard University on “Minkowski’s 
‘absolute world, ‘I’ 
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EDITORIAL 
Since the publication of the plaint about our ignorance of 
Gauss bicentennial activities (HM 4, 36), there has been a flood 
of information that strongly hints at many other unreported 
activities. It seems that in many places the occasion has been 
used to celebrate Gauss, promote interest in history of mathema 
tics, and recognize achievements by students and faculty. 
One colleague wrote “you might have asked somebody over 
here what is being planned.” Yes. Better yet I ask everyone: 
What is being planned and what has happened in your area that 
should be reported in HM? Without ESP we can serve as an 
information center only with your help. 
